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SERIES[P]
Scandinavian design is timeless and has its origins in our love of light and 
nature. Series[P] desks are grounded in this tradition with clean lines, 
functional design and bright natural colours. They are designed with the user 
in mind, with consideration and care. Carefully designed products which 
through their simple basic idea provides everyday quality. 
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A STYLISH AND SMART CHOICE
Series[P] is a range of functional sit/stand desks which is characterised 
by its sleek design, ergonomic mindset and numerous smart benefits. As 
the desks are height adjustable, you can vary the working height which 
offers many benefits. The various top and underframe options make 
them easy to install and simple to combine with other interior design. 
There are many smart options available, for instance a sliding top which 
makes it easy to hide cables and outlets to give an uncluttered impression. 
The desks are easy to assemble and adjust if there is a need for change. 
They comply with the Nordic Ecolabel criteria and are issued with the 
Möbelfakta and FSC label, meaning they are an eco-friendly  
alternative.
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VARIATION IS IMPORTANT
From an ergonomics perspective, it is important to vary between sitting and 
standing. It is easy to vary the working posture from sitting to standing with the 
height adjustable Series[P] desks. This gets the blood circulation going and 
reduces the risk of repetitive strain injuries (RSI). Get the best possible working 
posture by also combining the desk with one of our ergonomic task chairs. 

VARIATION IS IMPORTANT 
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SCANDINAVIAN LINES 
Series[P] desks have a classic design with appealing Scandinavian lines. The 
finish is stylish and simple, with a profile along the short edge that hides the 
motor bracket and frame. The tops are available in different finishes and  
materials to make it easy to find a design that best suits your environment. 
A chamfered edge top is also available for a classical, floating appearance. 
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HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
The Series[P] sit/stand desks are height adjustable 
with the simple touch of a button. The desk 
height is between 635 – 1 285 mm.

CABLE TRAY AND CABLE OUTLETS
It is easy to hide cables and sockets in the cable 
tray. Just pull the top towards you to access 
them.

EXCELLENT FUNCTIONALITY
The powerful motor gives the sit/stand desk 
immense lift capacity. The motor runs quietly 
meaning that all adjustments are done without 
making any noise.

FUNCTIONS & OPTIONS
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LEG COLOURS - SILVER GREY
The square sit/stand leg (SSC) and the underframe 
are available in silver grey, white and black. Easy 
to adjust for uneven floors from the upper side of 
the foot.

CHAMFERED EDGE
A chamfered edge gives the desk a wonderful 
floating appearance.

WHITE
Select a table leg colour based on the tabletop 
you want to use. Combining white legs with a 
white top gives a uniform and sleek finish that 
fits many types of environments. 

EASY ACCESS STORAGE DRAWER
Ideal for pens and Post-it notes. Includes inbuilt 
tape holder.

BLACK
Black table legs are a well-designed alternative 
in combination with the different tabletop selections 
for instance birch, beech, oak or light grey. Black 
legs give a classical and durable finish.

POWERBOX
The cable box has three sockets, USB and network 
ports as well as a cable trap to ensure that 
superfluous cables are kept out of sight. This is 
ideal when the table is placed against a wall or 
where two tables are positioned back to back 
with, for instance, a screen between them. 
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MATERIAL

White

Black

Silver grey

Birch

Beech

Oak

White 

Light grey 

Beech

Birch

Oak

LAMINATE METALVENEER
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EASY ACCESS
You keep things clean and tidy by choosing a sliding top. Cables and sockets 
can be neatly hidden in the cable tray which is accessed by pulling the top 
towards you. This is ideal when the table is placed against a wall or where two 
tables are positioned back to back with, for instance, a screen between them. 

Designed topCable duct

Height adjustable

Legs in three 
different colours

Sliding top
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TABLETOPS
There are different tabletop sizes and finishes to choose from.

SERIES[P] – DESK

TABLETOP 23 mm, chipboard with wood veneer and a solid wood lipping (beech, birch, oak) or laminate (beech, birch, oak, white, light grey) UNDERFRAME Rectan-

gular legs (silver grey, white) 70 × 70 mm with hidden motor attachment in the frame. Lift capacity per legs is 50 kg. TABLE HEIGHT Height 635 - 1,285 mm. OPTIONS 

Veneer panels (beech, birch, oak) or Lamine panels (beech, birch, oak, white, light grey). SCALE 1:100. UNIT mm
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DESK - Desk height 635–1,285 mm (SSC)
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www.kinnarps.com


